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Abstract 
 
This critical commentary investigated the interpretative process of approaching Paul Hindemith’s 
Der Schwanendreher for performance. The analysis and application of ideas based on the study of 
the following primary sources: Hindemith’s letters, theories and memoir to inform interpretative 
decisions of Der Schwanendreher was discussed in depth. The first chapter provided contextual 
knowledge of Hindemith’s musical style in conjunction with his life as described by his letters. In 
the second chapter, Hindemith’s compositional theory and principles presented in his pedagogical 
texts were examined and applied in analysis to Der Schwanendreher for a more informed 
understanding of the work’s compositional language. The third chapter explored the role of the 
performer in the interpretative process according to Hindemith’s own views expressed in his 
memoir with that of the more contemporary practice-based performance research. These three 
points of research were used to support a discussion of my own journey interpreting and performing 
the work which I modelled using Australian musicologist Anne Marshman’s Philosophy of the 
“Performer’s Voice.” 
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Introduction and Literature Review 
 
This critical commentary contextualises my preparation of a performance of Paul 
Hindemith’s Der Schwanendreher (1935). There is currently limited research available on the 
performance of Hindemith’s music for viola, which is possibly linked to the decreased popularity of 
his music over the last fifty years (Cummings, n. pag.). However, Hindemith’s prolific composition 
of viola works and their dominance in the standard repertoire can therefore result in violists 
approaching his works without as much experience and information as might be available for other 
repertoire. My research aims to bring attention to this area through an investigation of one of 
Hindemith’s major works for the instrument. Der Schwanendreher was chosen for study in this 
critical commentary to complement my own journey preparing this work for performance for the 
first time.     
The first chapter considers Hindemith’s life in conjunction with the stylistic developments 
in his compositions up to Der Schwanendreher in 1935. This idea of a parallel survey of 
Hindemith’s life and music was influenced by Simon Desbruslais’ chapter on the musical syntax in 
Hindemith’s Sonata for Solo Viola, op. 25, no. 1. Concerning Hindemith’s compositional language 
in his early period, Desbruslais contended that examining the music Hindemith was exposed to 
provides an additional perspective to understanding the stylistic influences present in his works 
(399). Desbruslais examined the concert programmes of Hindemith’s string quartets from 1919 to 
1925 and linked frequent performances of quartets by Debussy, Bartók, Schoenberg and Stravinsky 
with the clear presence of derived pitch-organisational elements in Hindemith’s works of the period 
(400–01).      
Hindemith’s extensive letters are the most important source of information on his life. These 
letters to various recipients offers the reader a meticulous documentary of Hindemith’s personality 
and experiences. It is anticipated Hindemith can be humanised through the intimate insights offered 
by these letters and that common assumptions that Kim Kashkashian describes people have, that 
Hindemith was “an old crusty composer who wrote music with dry logic,” might be dispelled (qtd. 
in Lloyd and Somerford 67).  These letters also serve as a major source for biographies such as 
Geoffrey Skelton’s which was published in 1975 and remains the most definitive work of its kind, 
providing foundational research for later biographies.   
Ian Kemp wrote several brief biographies of Hindemith, with the one for the New Grove 
Modern Masters series being the most succinct. Although somewhat oversimplified in nature, 
Kemp’s separation of Hindemith’s compositional output into three chronological periods— an 
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experimentation phase from 1918–23, anti-romantic phase from 1924–33 and a neoclassic phase 
from 1933 onwards—provides a useful perspective on his works.   
Guy Rickards’ study (1995) is a more recent addition to the literature, focussing on the lives 
of Hindemith as well as Hans Werner Henze and Karl Amadeus Hartman from the 1930s onwards.   
The second chapter of this commentary focuses on developing an understanding of 
Hindemith’s compositional theory as presented in his The Craft of Musical Composition: Book 11 
and its application to the analysis of several sections of Der Schwanendreher. The analysis aims to 
demonstrate how a prior understanding of Hindemith’s compositional theory is important for an 
informed interpretation of the work. According to Desbruslais, a commonly held assumption is that 
Hindemith was a “chromatic” or “atonal” composer. Desbrulais refutes this idea and notes that this 
misconception effectively downgrades the “complex musical logic” of Hindemith’s music2 (414–
15). At the same time those who attempt to analyse the work according to common-practice 
harmonies will encounter problems as Hindemith’s tonal language follows a unique set of principles 
codified in his theoretic work. 
Hindemith wrote a number of pedagogical books. For this research Craft: 1, is most relevant 
to the topic at hand. Hindemith began writing Craft: 1 around the same time as Der 
Schwanendreher and published it in 1937 with the aim to create a new pedagogical foundation for 
composition and organisation of harmonic elements.   
Neumeyer provides a detailed explanation and application of Hindemith’s theoretical ideas 
on composition. While his study is more complex and detailed than the current research requires, 
the introductory section provides a good chronological overview of Hindemith’s musical style from 
the composer’s own theoretical perspective.  
The third chapter considers Der Schwanendreher from an interpretative perspective starting 
with a discussion on the performer’s role in an interpretation. Hindemith’s controversial views on 
the performer will be compared with the more recent views emerging from practice-based 
performance research. In Hindemith’s memoir A Composers World, the role of a performer is 
clearly stated as passive, being ideally nothing more than a simple and direct transmitter of music 
from composer to audience without creative autonomy (132–33).  Marshman presents an alternative 
view. Based on practice-based performance research, she describes interpretation as involving a 
back and forth communication of different “voices” which continuously inform the performer.   
                                               
1 Subsequent references to The Craft of Musical Composition: Book 1 will be Craft: 1 
2 Atonality was something Hindemith hated. In Craft: 1, Hindemith wrote that as tonality is a “natural force like 
gravity,” atonal music which disregards tonal relationships and “consequently mixes them in aimless fashion” is 
essentially “bad music”. Composers motivated by atonality are thus “not impelled by the instinct of the musician, who 
even in what seems his blindest groping never loses the true path entirely from view” (Craft: 1, 152–53). 
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This is followed by a discussion of my own interpretation, based on an application of the 
theory of practice-based performance researcher Anne Marshman’s Philosophy of the Performer’s 
Voice as well as drawing on material from the previous two chapters.   
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Chapter One: 
Background 
 
1.1 Childhood and early compositions (1895–1918) 
Paul Hindemith was born in 1895 in Hanau, east of Frankfurt. His childhood was turbulent 
with persistent financial struggles in the family. Hindemith’s father Robert, an amateur musician 
valued music deeply and forced his children to practice, possibly motivated by the fact that it was 
deprived from him by his own father (Kemp, “Paul Hindemith” 229). Hindemith and his siblings 
were all talented and performed as the Frankfurter Kindertrio (Frankfurt Children’s Trio) 
accompanied by their father on the zither (Skelton 29). According to Skelton, repercussions of 
Hindemith’s joyless childhood are reflected in the topics of his early Dramatische Mesterwerke 
(Dramatic plays) written in his teenage years. Two examples are Das Leben dringt in die Zelle (Life 
Invades the Cell—1913) and Das Bratscenfimmel (The Viola Craze—1913) (Skelton 30).   
Hindemith started studying composition in 1913 at the Hoch Conservatorium. His naturally 
quirky and humorous personality is obvious early on, for example, in this letter describing a club 
formed with other students.  
 
The greatest achievement of recent months has perhaps been the establishment of our 
Conservatorium club “Urian.” Best of all are the club gatherings, which are held in the digs 
of the various members. Dress: dinner jacket with light trousers. Complete ban on alcohol 
during sessions. Just water and mint pastilles. We also make music, but only such that 
specially prepared ears can withstand. Best of all, ears stuffed with cotton wool. (Selected 
Letters 7). 
 
Hindemith’s family’s financial situation never improved. After his father was killed in the 
First World War, financial burden rested solely on the nineteen year old. Apart from studying, 
Hindemith taught private students, played with the Frankfurt Opera Orchestra, Frankfurt Museum 
symphony concerts and was second violin the Rebner Quartet (led by his teacher Anton Rebner).   
Hindemith’s early compositions included his Trio for Clarinet, Horn and Piano op. 1, String 
Quartet op. 2, Concerto in E-flat for Violoncello and Orchestra op. 3 and Three Songs for Soprano 
and Orchestra op. 9. Musicologist Ian Kemp described such works as being “in the style of 
Brahms,” an approach Hindemith quickly abandoned (“Paul Hindemith” 239). Hindemith’s 
frustration at being bound by traditional compositional forms, prescribed by his composition 
teacher, saw the beginning of his experimental phase which is clear in this letter to Emmy 
Ronnefeldt in 1917:   
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I want to write music, not song and sonata forms!!  Of course, if I write logically and my 
thoughts just happen to come out in an “old” form, that’s all right. But in 3 devils’ name I 
am not bound to keep on thinking in these old patterns! —I’m coming more and more to the 
conclusion that it’s high time I shook myself free of all this conservatory nonsense. 
(Selected Letters 12) 
 
Hindemith began serving in the war in August of 1917 as an army musician whose role was 
to play drums in the military band and start up a string quartet. Whilst his time in the army was 
relatively easy, constantly given leave to compose and rehearse with the Frankfurt Opera and 
Museum orchestras, it did have a profound effect on Hindemith. Upon learning about the death of 
Debussy over the radio during a performance of the French composer’s String Quartet in G minor, 
op. 10 he expressed: 
 
We realized for the first time that music is more than style, technique and the expression of 
personal feelings.  Music stretched beyond political boundaries, national hatred and the 
horrors of war.  I have never understood so clearly as then what direction music must take.  
(qtd. in Kemp, “Paul Hindemith” 240) 
 
1.2 Experimental phase (1917–27) 
The war marked a turning point for Hindemith’s compositional style. Skelton describes 
Hindemith as being on the “cusp of musical identity” in the period after the war. Hindemith’s style 
turned to a transitionary phase of experimentation influenced especially by expressionism (Skelton 
51). Below is an extract from a letter written by Hindemith during the war in November of 1917 to 
friend Emmy Ronnefeldt:   
 
 . . . I have finished the third of the piano pieces. It sounds terribly degenerate, has neither 
time signature nor key, nor harmony in the accepted sense. If I go on working in this genre, I 
shall end up one day in a territory beyond good & evil, where it will no longer be clear 
whether what I have written is a higher form of music or just a substitute for music.  
(Selected Letters 16)  
 
Abandoning time signature and key signature and free use of time signatures were some of 
the first techniques he experimented with and are exemplified in the final movement of his Sonata 
for Viola and Piano, op. 11, no. 4 (1919), his Sonata for Solo Viola, op. 25, no. 1 (1925) and his 
Trio for Viola, Piano, Hecklephone, op. 47 (1929).  
Following the war, Hindemith began to make the switch from violin to viola, playing violin 
in his orchestral jobs but resumed playing in the Rebner Quartet on viola. Hindemith began 
showing a clear disinterest in the German romantic repertoire favoured by each of the groups. 
Hindemith’s relationship with the Rebner Quartet became increasingly strained due to the groups’ 
“unadventurous repertoire” (Skelton 61). Hindemith’s frustration with the Romantic aesthetic only 
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became stronger in the years to come. An example is the following letter written to his publisher 
Willy Strecker in the same year on the premiere of his Kammermusik No.3, op 36, no. 2, a cello 
concerto, in Berlin: 
 
Regarding the cello concerto in Berlin: I should of course prefer it to be done there as I had 
thought, i.e., that my brother would play it. Could not Oskar Fried be talked to about this? I 
do not know Efrem Kurtz; but after the experiences I have had with almost all 
instrumentalists, it can be assumed that he does not at the moment possess the proper 
playing style for my things. Since practically all musicians have been brought up in the 
tiresome romantic manner, full of rubato and “expression,” they almost invariably play my 
things wrong. For that reason it would of course be better (particularly in Berlin) for the 
pieces to he first heard in an authentic form— after that everyone can do as he likes. 
(Selected Letters 41)  
 
 
Hindemith was involved with the Donaueschingen Festival for New Music from 1921–23 
where his own works were performed alongside his contemporaries that included Ravel, Pftizner, 
Bartók, Milhaud, Stravinsky, Webern and Schoenberg. During the festival of 1921, Hindemith 
formed the Amar Quartet, a group exclusively devoted to the performance of modern music. 
Hindemith also became interested in organising house concerts, preferring the house setting over 
large concert halls where performances were focused on sharing and communicating music to the 
audience in an intimate space. Hindemith’s “main concern was always with the people who played 
music or who were able to listen to it with true understanding, preferably at informal gatherings” 
(Skelton 64). He wrote in 1922: 
 
… my finest achievement has been to establish a “music community” here in Frankfurt. We 
play modern music at Zinglers in the Kaisertrasse (once every 2 or 3 weeks) before an 
invited audience of about 80: a purely musical gathering without any financial 
complications. The audience pays nothing, the players get nothing, and the very small 
expenses we settle among ourselves. So here at last we have got music for music’s sake!  
Personal ambition has no say in the matter, and there are no newspaper reviews… (Selected 
Letters 29)  
 
It is likely the music and composers (in particular those from other countries) Hindemith 
was exposed to at the Donaueschingen Festival, with his quartet and at his house concerts, had a 
parallel of influence on Hindemith’s composition style, as contended by Desbruslais (see page 3). 
Hindemith’s compositions during this period reveal much experimentation, drawing from an 
impressive range of influences.  Works in the expressionistic style include his three controversial 
one-act operas which were settings of expressionistic plays: Morder, Hoffnung der Frauen 
(Murderer, Hope of Women—1919), Das Nusch-Nuschi (The Nusch-Nuschi—1920) and Sancta 
Susanna (Saint Susanna—1921). Hindemith experimented with American jazz and night club music 
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in his Fox Trot for piano (1919), Kammermusik, op. 24, no. 1 (1921) and Jazz Suite for Piano 
(1922) as well as mechanical music in his Triadisches Ballett (Triadic Ballet—1923) and Sonata for 
Solo Viola, op. 25, no. 1 (1925). 
 
1.3 Gebrauchsmusik (1927–32) 
In 1925 Hindemith wrote: 
 
I am firmly convinced that a big battle over new music will start in the next few years—the 
signs are already there. The need will be to prove whether or not the music of our day, 
including my own, is capable of survival. I of course believe firmly in it, but I also believe 
that the reproaches made against most modern music are only too well deserved. (Selected 
Letters 38) 
 
 
Hindemith commenced teaching composition at the Staalich Hochschule für Musik in 
Trossingen in 1927 where he developed his musical philosophy of Gebrauchmusik upon realising 
that from a teaching perspective, education in modern music was lacking. Hindemith’s 
Gebrauchmusik philosophy reflected Hindemith’s desire to reduce the distance between the 
audience, composer and performer and led him to write compositions to serve as teaching materials 
and focused at amateurs (Skelton 86). The “anti-romantic” nature of Gebrauchmusik also saw 
Hindemith writing in Baroque forms, more specifically influenced by the music of Bach. The 
influence of Bach’s Brandenburg Concertos, BWV 1046–51 on Hindemith’s Kammermusik.  op. 24 
(1921–27) is clear. Like Bach’s Brandenberg concertos, Kammermusik are written as a group of 
concerti for small ensembles with a concerto grosso style, clear sense of tonality, voicing and 
contrapuntal elements. The orchestration of Kammermusik no. 6 even mirrors that of Bach in also 
omitting the upper strings. Baroque forms are likewise present in Hindemith’s String Quartet, op. 
22, no. 4 and Sonata for Solo Viola, op 31, no. 4.  
  
1.4 Neoclassicism (1933–40)   
From 1933 onwards, Hindemith began composing in a neoclassical style while still 
embracing the Gebrauchsmusik philosophy. Whilst the previous periods saw Hindemith almost 
exclusively write in the genre of chamber music, solo sonatas and small scale operas and plays, 
Hindemith returned to writing larger scale works. Hindemith was also the process of writing his 
pedagogical works at this time.   
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The neoclassical style, which also often contained nationalistic elements was at least 
partially politically motivated to appease the Nazi cultural organisations. Even though the Nazi 
dictatorship of Germany began in 1933, the Kampfbund, a government controlled arts 
administration, had already been formed in 1928 with the goal to combat the “culturally destructive 
efforts of liberalism” and “promote powers rooted in the German outlook” (Skelton 108). This 
period saw Hindemith incorporating German folk songs into his compositions, for example in his 
Konzertmusik for Piano, Brass and Harp, op. 49 (1930), Mathis der Maler (1935), Der 
Schwanendreher (1935) and Trauermusik (1937).  Der Schwanendreher was a concerto based 
entirely on four folk songs.   
The central work for this period, the Mathis der Maler symphony (which later became an 
opera) was written for conductor Wilhelm Furtwängler and the Berlin Philharmonic in 1933. This 
nationalistic musical depiction of the rebellious German renaissance painter Matthias Grünewald 
was initially well received by the Nazi even though many described the work as referring to 
Hindemith’s struggles under Nazism (Kemp CD cover, n. pag).  
In 1934 after Hindemith was accused of denouncing Hitler, his relationship with the regime 
suffered and many of his early works were decried as degenerate and banned (Kemp, “Paul 
Hindemith” 235). Furtwängler wrote an article in his defence stating that “no other composer of the 
young generation has done more than the status of German music throughout the world than Paul 
Hindemith” (qtd. in Rickards 82). However, Furtwängler’s efforts were unsuccessful and resulted in 
further bans and denunciations (Skelton 122). At the end of the year, Hindemith left his job at the 
conservatorium going into self-imposed exile in the Black Forest to focus on composition (Skelton 
124).  
In 1935 Hindemith completed Der Schwanendreher. According to Kemp, Hindemith’s 
programme notes concerning a travelling minstrel bringing “serious and joyful songs” are a kind of 
self-portrait and swansong as he planned to emigrate from Germany (Kemp CD cover, n. pag.). 
Again, Desbrulais contention of a parallel influence between Hindemith’s life and his compositional 
style is supported (see page 3). Upon its completion, no conductor in German dared to premiere the 
work; the premiere occurred in Amsterdam with the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra under 
Wilhelm Mengelberg in November of 1935.   
Hindemith’s Trauermusik (1936) another viola concerto, was written a year later. In 1936 
Hindemith travelled to London to premiere Der Schwanendreher but the day before the 
performance, King George V died and the joyous Der Schwanendreher was deemed inappropriate 
for the occasion. Hindemith hastily wrote a replacement Trauermusik, a suite for viola and string 
orchestra. His famous letter to the publisher Willi Strecker recounts the decision to write a new 
piece to perform in the absence of anything suitable (see Selected Letters, 91). 
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This analysis of the twenty years of composing leading to up to Der Schwanendreher (1935) 
provides contextual knowledge to support the exploration of Hindemith’s compositional theory and 
language of the work.   
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Chapter 2: 
Application of Hindemith’s compositional theory to Der Schwanendreher 
 
2.1 Overview of Hindemith’s The Craft of Musical Composition: Book One 
 
Theories of Tonality and Harmony 
Hindemith developed his theories of tonality and harmony through a logical progression 
from single tones through to intervals and chords to their progressions. Hindemith treated tonality 
as a naturally occurring phenomenon relatable to the harmonic series, which he claimed to be the 
only system which “gives us complete proof of the natural basis of tonal relations” (Hindemith, 
Craft: 1 55).   
 
Music, as long as it exists, will always take its departure from the major triad and return to 
it. It is the force of gravity, and no will of ours, that makes us adjust ourselves horizontally 
and vertically. In the world of tones, the triad corresponds to the force of gravity. It serves as 
our constant guiding point, our unit of measure, and our goal, even in those sections of 
compositions which avoid it. (Craft: 1, 22) 
 
The opening chord of Der Schwanendreher in the solo viola illustrates this idea effectively 
(see Ex 1). Utilising open C and G-strings with the major third E played as an octave on top, this 
major triad played as a quadruple stop is one of most resonant chords playable for the viola. The 
strength of tonality through the unavoidable nature of the major triad complements the bold and 
declamatory character of the opening (Hindemith, Craft: 1 22).   
 
 
Ex. 2.1. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, First movement, bars 1–3.  
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Series 1: Individual tones 
Hindemith’s first theoretical innovation was the development of a specific ordering of the 
chromatic collection called Series 1, an arrangement of twelve tones in order of increasing tension 
(or diminishing degree of relatedness) from the root “C” which he likened to the sun within the 
solar system (Craft: 1 56–57) (see Ex. 2.2).3 
 
 
Ex. 2.2 Hindemith, “Series 1.” The Craft of Musical Composition Book One, 96. 
 
Hindemith also stated by abandoning the major and minor tonality for modal harmony, 
composers were “no longer the prisoners of the key” but had “a free hand to give the tonal relations 
whatever aspect we deem fitting” (Craft: 1 107)  
 
Series 2: Intervals 
 
Music arises from the combined effect of at least two tones. The motion from one tone to 
another, the bridging of a gap in space, produces melodic tension, while the simultaneous 
juxtaposition of two tones produces harmony. Thus, the Interval, formed by the connection 
of two tones, is the basic unit of musical construction. (Hindemith, Craft: 1 57). 
 
For Series 2, the notes of Series 1 appear as intervals over the root C arranged in a series as 
pairs with their inversion in decreasing order of consonance such that “harmonic force is strongest 
in the intervals at the beginning of the series, and diminishes towards the end” (Hindemith, Craft: 1 
88) (see Ex. 2.3). 
 
 
Ex. 2.3. Hindemith, “Series 2” The Craft of Musical Composition Book 1, 87. 
 
Even through Series 2 functions as a theoretical description of interval quality, it appears 
that Hindemith creatively adapted the entire series to form the basis of bars 163–175 in the first 
movement of Der Schwanendreher (see Ex. 2.4). To illustrate this, each pairing of Series 2 has been 
                                               
3 For pieces with a different tonic, the focal point would be the pitch-class that forms that tonic. 
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labelled numerically in order of consonance to dissonance. These labels were then added to the 
corresponding interval in the example (see Ex. 2.3 and Ex. 2.4.)   
 
 
Ex.2.4 Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 163–75.  
 
The gradually ascending contour and increasing dynamics in Example 2.4 suggests that the passage 
is building up to a climax at bars 173–75. However, from the numerical degrees, it is apparent 
harmonic tension does not follow a direct ascent to the climax. Instead, the passage starts with a 
decrease in tension to the second and third group of triplets in bar 164 where the passage is at its 
most consonant, before a bar-by-bar increase in tension to the climax. From analysis using 
Hindemith’s theories, an alternative to an otherwise intuitive interpretation is provided.   
 
Chord Classification 
Hindemith categorised the relative degree of tension of a chord through identifying it as 
being in one of six groups (labelled I to VI) in decreasing order of consonance 4. Hindemith defined 
a chord as possessing a minimum of three different simultaneously sounding pitch-classes, with its 
classification dependent of the absence or presence of certain intervals of Series 2 (Craft: 1 95).   
The tritone, the most dissonant interval in Series 2 is used as the main determinant of 
grouping as its presence or absence is very noticeable. Chords lacking a tritone belong to one of 
Groups I, III or V while groups containing a tritone belong to one of Groups II, IV or VI. Because 
the tritone increases the dissonance of a chord, chords from Group I are more consonant than those 
from Group II, likewise Groups III and IV, V and VI (Hindemith, Craft: 1 101).  The presence of 
the next most dissonant intervals: 2nds and 7ths are used for further classification (Hindemith, 
Craft: 1 101–04).   
                                               
4 It is important that performers do not confuse Hindemith’s use of roman numerals in his chord 
classification with the more standard use of roman numerals in harmonic analysis of diatonic chords 
in tonal music.   
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Group I consist of the most consonant and pure chords: major and minor triads. These 
chords are built from only the most consonant intervals— 3rds, perfect 4th, perfect 5th and 6ths. 
Group II consist of chords with the tritone but without minor 2nds or major 7ths. Chords in 
Group II are labelled with an additional letter. Chords which contain only a minor 7th are labelled 
IIa while chords with a major 2nd and/or minor 7th, IIb. 
Group III consist of chords without the tritone but which contain 2nds and/or 7ths.  
Group IV consist of chords with the tritone, major 7ths and/or minor 2nds.  
Group V and VI are considered indeterminate chords and are the most harmonically 
uncertain or volatile. These two groups of chords are constructed from certain superimposed 
intervals of the same size. Group V contain chords built from superimposed major thirds 
(augmented chords) or built from superimposed perfect fourths. Group VI contains chords built 
from superimposed minor thirds (diminished chords) (Hindemith, Craft: 1 103–04).     
Within each individual group, chords in root position are distinguished from chords in 
inversions by a subscript. Root position chords are labelled with the subscript ₁ and inversions with 
the subscript ₂. Consistent with the interval pairings of Series 2, inversions of intervals or chords are 
considered more dissonant than their root position form (Hindemith, Craft: 1 102). This is all 
summed up in Hindemith’s chord categorisation table (see Fig 1).  
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Fig.1. Hindemith, “Table of Chord-Groups” The Craft of Musical Composition: Book One, np (end 
of book).  
 
Using this system, it becomes possible to categorise chords in passages of Der 
Schwanendreher, such as the beginning of the second movement as shown in Ex. 2.5, according to 
Hindemith’s levels of harmonic tension.   
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Ex. 2.5. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 1–5.  
 
The ability to map out the harmonic tension of a passage forms the basis of understanding 
“harmonic fluctuation,” a concept which becomes can serve as a useful interpretative tool and is 
discussed more in detail below. 
 
Application of Harmonic Fluctuation analysis to Chord Progressions 
By harmonic fluctuation analysis, Hindemith refers to a process of analysis using his chord 
classifications system to determine the harmonic direction (towards greater or lesser tension) of a 
chord progression. Using this idea, Hindemith claimed that composers would be able to map out an 
intended shape of a chord progression, taking out the guess work that would otherwise been 
involved: 
 
Whoever possesses such knowledge can create harmonic structures of the most daring thrust 
and tension without having to rely on the uncertain method of trying out each individual 
combination by ear—a process that soon becomes more a guessing game in pursuit of 
concealed possibilities than a form of creative work. (Craft: 1 118–19). 
 
 
Hindemith defined a good chord progression as one that does not follow “an aimless 
zigzag”, but consisted of a carefully planned distribution of harmonic tensions, characterised by a 
departure and return to “rest” through a “harmonic crescendo” and “harmonic decrescendo”. This 
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was to be done by proceeding from chords in Groups of low tension, to those of high tension, 
before proceeding back to low (Craft: 1 158–59).   
Whilst chords were defined as having three or more tones, isolated intervals that appear in 
between chords are still able to be considered in harmonic fluctuation analysis as they still exhibit 
implied harmonic tension. Hindemith stated that isolated intervals that appear between one chord 
and the next are best regarded as belonging to that group to which their own nature would assign 
them. The 5ths and 3rds belong to I₁, 4ths and 6ths to I₂, the 2nds to III₂, the 7th to III₁ and the 
tritone to VI” (Hindemith, Craft: 1 105). The opening of the second movement provides an example 
of this type of conception (see Ex. 2.6).  
 
 
Ex. 2.6. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 1–6.  
 
Theory of Melody 
 
Melody is the element in which the personal characteristics of the composer are most clearly 
and most obviously revealed.  His creative fancy may hit upon the most individual harmonic 
progressions, the boldest rhythms, the most wonderful dynamic effects, the most brilliant 
instrumentation; but all that is relatively unimportant compared to his ability to invent 
convincing melodies. (Hindemith, Craft: 1 177) 
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Hindemith’s theory of melody placed importance of the interval of a 2nd and positioned two 
main principles of analysis: Melody Degree-Progressions and Step-Progressions. In Craft: 1, 
melody is treated as being more elusive and subjective than tonality and harmony which are 
“naturally occurring” which means “harmony is subordinated to melodic force” (183). 
The interval of a 2nd is the “real building unit of melody” acting as non-chord tones filling 
out harmonically stronger intervals or as chord tones (Hindemith, Craft: 1 187. As shown in Series 
2, the greatest melodic force is exhibited by the major 2nd interval (see Ex. 2.7).  
 
 
Ex. 2.7. Hindemith, “Series 2” The Craft of Musical Composition: Book 1, 87.  
 
The direction of the 2nd is also of great melodic importance to the “form and effect of the 
melodic curve.” Hindemith stated “the step from a higher tone to a lower tone is always felt as a 
relaxation of tension,” and gives “the impression of diminished resistance, of an approach to rest 
and to end” (Craft: 1 188). An obvious example of this in Der Schwanendreher are the consecutive 
descending 4ths in the second movement, for example, bars 5–7 (see Ex. 2.8). 
 
 
Ex. 2.8. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 1–7. 
 
On the other hand, the upper interval creates “excitement and tension” as energy is needed for the 
performer to gather impulse to traverse a certain space and overcome the physical resistance of 
ascent (Hindemith, Craft: 1 188). The larger the interval, the greater the effect. In bars 39, 47 and 
55 of the second movement, there is a clear build-up of tension in each ascending occurrence of the 
motif, contrasted with the feeling of relaxation in the stepwise descent to the last note of each 
phrase (see Ex. 2.9). 
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Ex.2.9. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 39–59. 
Melody Degree-Progression 
Analysis by Melody Degree-Progressions illustrate the harmonic movement of a melody. To 
determine the notes of a Melody Degree-Progression, notes which form harmonically related groups 
(typically broken triads) are identified with a square bracket. The root of each group are then 
extracted and written out independently in order of appearance to assemble the Melody Degree-
Progression (Hindemith, Craft: 1 184). Such analysis is seen as particularly useful for music that 
does not rely on diatonic harmony and in cases where the tonality is constantly shifting. The 
following is my Melody Degree-Progression analysis of the upper voice of the solo viola’s opening 
cadenza (see Ex. 2.10).   
 
 
Ex. 2.10. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 1–11.  
 
Step-Progression 
Step-Progressions refer to the progression of notes which show the overall contour of the 
melody. These notes are the “pearls on the string of the melody” connecting “one high point to the 
next, one low point to the next, and one rhythmically prominent point to the next, without taking 
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into consideration the less important parts of the melody lying between these points” (Hindemith, 
Craft: 1 193–94). A feature of a well-constructed melody is where the most important notes, “the 
highest tones, the lowest tones, and tones that stand out particularly” form a progression of 2nds 
(Hindemith, Craft: 1 193). 
To analyse the Step-Progression of a melody, directional movement in seconds in the 
melody are identified. Simple melodies will show a Step-Progression with an overall stepwise 
ascent or decent in major and or minor 2nds. Complex melodies may have several overlapping 
Step-Progressions of different lengths, each highlighting the melodic contour of different groups of 
important melodic notes. Example 2.11 shows my Step-Progression analysis on the opening viola 
melody in the second movement of Der Schwanendreher (see Ex. 2.11). 
 
 
Ex. 2.11. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 1–21.  
 
It is important to recognise that these harmonic and melodic components do not exist as 
unrelated ideas but are often linked. An example is the relationship between harmonic fluctuation 
(degree of harmonic tension) and Melody Degree-Progressions (harmonic basis of the melody). A 
chord progression that consists of chords jumping from unequal groups cannot be immediately 
discounted as ill-conceived if the Melody Degree-Progression is smooth (consisting of third 
relationships and leading tones). Alternatively, a chord progression which is uneventful, consisting 
of chords from the same group or closely related groups, can be counteracted with a more 
adventurous and varied Melody Degree-Progression (Hindemith, Craft: 1 144). 
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2.2 Application of Hindemith’s theories to selected passages in Der Schwanendreher  
 
The following section contains three analyses I have completed on important sections Der 
Schwanendreher. The format of the analyses are based on the method Hindemith structured his own 
analyses which are presented in Chapter 6 of The Craft: Book 1 (202–23). By demonstrating the 
effectiveness of applying these theories to selected examples, it is hoped that performers armed with 
this knowledge, interest and curiosity will follow this method of analysis to explore other sections 
of the work.  
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Analysis 1 
 
  
 
Fig 2. Analysis, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 1–11. 
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The analysis reveals a deceptively simple Step-Progression which is not immediately 
obvious from considering the score alone. A notable feature the Step-Progression revealed was the 
repeated descending minor thirds, almost sequential in nature, from bar 4–9. Without Step-
Progression analysis, melodically insignificant notes could very easily be assumed to be important 
and inadvertently highlighted. An example is treating D–B-flat–G progression in the first bar of the 
opening cadenza as a moment of interest due to its rhythmic syncopation. However, as the Step-
Progression analysis revealed that they are not important melodic notes, they do not deserve to be 
emphasised.    
From the Melody Degree-Progression, it is apparent that this section is centred on the tonal 
centre of C. The shifts to the tonal centres of C-sharp and B in bars four and five respectively are 
notable.  According to Series 1, as both C-sharp and B are located at opposite ends to C, they are 
therefore considered to have a harmonically distant relationship. Moreover, bar 7–9 which are in the 
tonal centre of F-sharp, a tritone apart from C, in fact exhibit the most distant harmonic relationship 
to C possible.  This suggest that these sections are very likely areas of interest and or tension.     
In the following example where harmonic fluctuation is presented graphically, it appears 
that the opening of the harmonic fluctuation is successful in identifying that the first big increase in 
harmonic tension is the triple stop in bar 2. The rest of the section is made up of chords, almost 
exclusively from Group III. However, what appears to be an uneventful harmonic fluctuation is 
successfully counteracted with the sections’ melodic strength; the section has a logical Step-
Progression moving in seconds, use of melodic devices of sequences in bars 4–6 (see square 
brackets and line 3 of Analysis 1 and Ex. 2.12) and a chromatically descending lower line in bar 9–
11 (see highlight in Analysis 1 and Ex. 2.12). These observations suggest an interpretation from a 
melodic angle over a harmonic approach (see Ex. 2.12).   
 
Ex. 2.12 Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 1–11. 
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Analysis 2  
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Fig. 3. Analysis, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 1–21 
 
The harmonic basis of the melody of the solo viola is simple and calm with a slow-moving 
and regular Melodic Degree-Progression. The Step-Progressions also generally move in seconds.  
The phrases are arched-shaped and whilst increasing in tension in their initially ascending direction, 
all end in consonance through a stepwise descent to a major triad. Harmonic tranquillity is further 
conveyed through the stepwise descending perfect fourths at bar 5–7 and 19–21.  
In the first phrase from bars 1–4 and also in bars 9, 12 and 17–18, Melody Degree-
Progression of the melodic line in the solo viola does not correspond with that of the Melody 
Degree-Progression of the harmonic line in the harp. This implies the melody (viola) and harmony 
(harp) are in different tonal centres which creates a feeling of harmonic uncertainty. This effect is 
suited musically to the character of the section which will be discussed in the next chapter.  
Harmonic fluctuation analysis show that each of the three phrases start with a gradual 
harmonic crescendo from consonant chords belonging to Group I to higher tensioned chords before 
a gradual harmonic decrescendo returning to chords from Group I. This suggests that the harmonic 
tension of this section is predictable and well-balanced.  
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Analysis 3  
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Fig. 4. Analysis, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 35–65.   
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The third analysis is particularly interesting as it able to demonstrate the different 
compositional techniques used by Hindemith to communicate growing tension. The section from 
bar 35–65 consist of chorale statements of the folk song “Nun laube, Lindlein laube,” separated by 
recitative-style entries by the solo viola (see Fig. 4). It is effective to look at the chorale passages 
and recitative entries separately.    
Each viola entry consists of a short motivic idea repeated three times in an ascending 
sequence. The top pitch also rises in each of the three entries, from G in bar 41, to A-flat in bar 50, 
to A in bar 57. This ascending motion as mentioned earlier (see Ex. 2.1.0), suggests the creation of 
resistance resulting in harmonic excitement and tension. In addition, the Step Degree-Progressions 
of each entry show an increasing intervallic distance between each note and an increased range 
which suggests that the melodic line of each entry is becoming increasingly adventurous.    
Similarly, in the chorale entries, the harmonic fluctuation of each show a less and less 
logical or predictable pattern of chord progression, as well as the use of chords from higher, less 
harmonic stable chord classes. All these features suggest a growing tension and drama throughout 
this section. 
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Chapter 3: 
Role of the Performer in Interpretation 
 
3.1 Hindemith’s view on the role of the performer  
Hindemith was most outspoken on the role of the performer as an interpreter describing the 
performer’s role as merely that of an “intermediate transformer station between the generator of a 
composition and the consumer” (Composer’s World 132). He believed that performers were 
unlikely to possess the ability to offer any improvement on a musical work through their 
interpretation which would “match the qualities of the composition” or “duplicate the pre-
established values of the composer's creation.” He also accused performers as having an undesirable 
vested interest to show off their own virtuosity at the expense of the composer’s intention 
(Composer’s World 122).   
Even though Hindemith’s views may appear extreme, his thinking was consistent with that 
of many other composers of the modernist period. Stravinsky understood performers to have the 
duty to transmit to the listener– “nothing beyond what [the music] specifically demands” (122).  
Schoenberg claimed that the performer’s role was “totally unnecessary except as his interpretations 
make the music understandable to an audience unfortunate enough not to be able to read it 
in print” (qtd. in Newlin 164). Copland had a less restrictive outlook but still labelled the performer 
as a “middle man.” He emphasised, however, that the performer’s role was not to duplicate but “to 
assimilate and recreate a composer’s message” because a composition “—is a living, not a static 
thing—capable of being seen in a different light and from different angles by various interpreters or 
even by the same interpreter at different times” (136).    
These composers’ attitudes were shaped by the Werktreue ideal, a notion developed by 
E.T.A. Hoffmann in the nineteenth century (Goehr, Being True 55). Werktreue (meaning 
faithfulness to the original) held that a musical “work” existed in an ideal form as imagined by its 
composer whose score provided all the information sufficient to communicate the composer’s 
intention (Guymer 533). A performance which met the Werktreue ideal was thus not about the 
performer’s power, but composer’s work itself— one which “achieved completely transparency,” 
allowing “the work to shine through and be heard in and for itself” (Goehr, Imaginary Museum 
231–32). 
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3.2 Contemporary views on the role of the performer 
 
The act of musicking establishes in the place where it is happening a set of relationships, 
and it is in those relationships that the meaning of the act lies. They are to be found not only 
between those organized sounds which are conventionally thought of as being the stuff of 
musical meaning but also between the people who are taking part, in whatever capacity, in 
the performance. (Small 13) 
 
Contemporary views of practice-based research are less interested in the idolization of the 
composer’s score in performance and more so in performance as a creative process and 
communicative act. For example, Hellaby questions how Werktreue’s exclusive focus on 
faithfulness to the musical work as originally conceived can “offer any insight into the interaction 
between the work, performer and listener” that he saw as integral to “musicking,” a term coined by 
Small, as quoted above (4). Guymer accuses the requirement of performers to be slaves to the 
composition rather than to “command eloquence” as inhibiting the communicative power of music 
(596). Other issues include the blind assumption that fidelity to the score automatically translates as 
fidelity to the composer’s intentions and that the score is a completely reliable representation of the 
composer’s conclusive intention for their work. Meyer (1956), Greene (1974), Collingwood (1938) 
and Silliman (1969) all contend the score cannot indicate to a performer exactly how the work is to 
be performed but only exists as an indication or guide to the composer’s intention. Ultimately, the 
work or “the utterance of a composer is incomplete until performed…by the performer who has the 
capacity to breathe life” into the music (Marshman 125).   
 
3.3 Anne Marshman’s Philosophy of the Performer’s Voice 
Anne Marshman’s conception of the “Performer’s Voice” focuses on the process of 
interpretation rather than defining or redefining the boundaries or conditions of interpretation as a 
pre-established object. It is easy for performers to approach interpretation shallowly with a top-
down way of processing by constantly adding to, taking from or “tweaking” their interpretation 
without having undertaken the process of actually building the interpretation from the ground up. 
The ability to deconstruct, analyse and formulate the interpretation as a creative process is 
invaluable for performers.   
Based on twentieth-century Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin’s ideas, Marshman 
defines modern interpretation, what she calls the “musical utterance,” as a combination of the 
performer’s “integral voice” and other voices (129).   
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The first step involves identifying the “integral voice” of the modern performer, which can 
be understood as the sum of an individual’s experiences: accountability, responsibility and 
awareness of the range of influences of one’s perceptions and as a result of communication over 
time (Marshman 122). Applied to music, the integral voice of the performer therefore refers to the 
unique combination of voices, including that of teachers, other performers, schools of playing, 
personal research of the repertoire and recordings amoung a myriad of other influences which 
inform our musical decisions.    
The interpretation or the musical utterance is then formed through Bakhtin’s concept of 
“answerability”, the responsibility of the performer to be answerable to or have the ability to 
consider all the voices and successfully communicate them through the composer’s work in their 
interpretative decision making.  
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3.4  Application of Marshman’s Approach to inform my interpretation of Der Schwanendreher 
 
 
 Fig. 5. Mind map, my “integral voice”. 
 
The mind map above is not exhaustive; it provides a rough outline of the most obvious 
voices influencing me as a performer. Evident is the overlapping nature and simultaneous 
communicative processes within the performer’s “integral voice”. The first two chapters have 
already discussed the voice of Hindemith’s experiences through his life and compositional output 
and his compositional theories. Before I discuss my own interpretation, four other particularly 
important voices—the program and its related folk songs, the form of the work, Hindemith’s own 
interpretation and the voices of other performers’ interpretations— will be outlined.   
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Program and folk songs 
The referential basis of the work through consideration of Hindemith’s program and the four 
medieval folk song use as thematic material in the work was integral to my overall conception of 
the music. 
 
A minstrel joins a happy gathering and displays what he has brought from distant lands: 
serious and joyful songs closing with a dance.  By his inspiration and skill he extends and 
decorates the melodies like a regular minstrel, experimenting and improvising.  The 
medieval picture was the basis for the composition. (Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher xii) 
 
 
It is clear the voice of the minstrel is spoken through the soloist, telling a story through the folk 
songs contained in the work. Basic contextual knowledge that the minstrel was a travelling 
entertainer whose music was semi-improvised as depended on the individualism of the performer 
and the purpose and setting of the performance is a useful starting point (Curtis 319–20).     
The four folk songs originated from Franz Magnus Böhme’s Altdeutsches Liederbuch, a 
collection of medieval German folk songs. The first movement is based on “Zwischen Berg und 
tiefel al” (Between the Hills and the Valley), the second movement, “Nun laube, Lindlein laube” 
(Now grow leaves, little linden tree, grow leaves) and “Der Gutzgauch auf dem Zaune sass” (The 
Cuckoo Sat on the Fence) and the third movement, “Seid ihr nicht der Schwanendreher?” (Are you 
not the swan turner?) (see Appendix). 
The text of the picturesque “Zwischen Berg und tiefel al” describes a long but promising 
journey down the road between the mountain and valley away from a lost a lover. The minstrel 
expresses heartache, recalling the home he left behind in the “serious song”—“Nun laube, Lindlein 
laube.” The Linden tree is a historically significant and hallowed symbol of Germanic folk culture.5  
“Der Gutzgauch auf dem Zaune sass” is the “happy song.” Aside from the distinctly light-hearted 
lyrics, the cuckoo traditionally has connotations of warmth and optimism as it culturally is “a 
harbinger of spring and was with buds, twigs and flowers happily welcomed” (Böhme 260). The 
happy gathering ends with a celebratory dance in “Seid ihr nicht der Schwanendreher.” Its repetitive 
nature and witty lyrics convey a carefree vivacious character. The “Schwanendreher” or the “Swan-
turner” referred to a medieval cook who turned swans cooked over a fire. It is likely that Hindemith 
intended this image to represent the minstrel’s hurdy-gurdy or organ grinder, a medieval instrument 
played by turning a lever in a similar manner as a swan turner. Hindemith’s own caricature 
illustrates this (see Fig. 6). The manner of the music is virtuosic as the minstrel “by his inspiration 
                                               
5 According to McIntosh, “In the German-speaking lands the linden is a much-loved tree that goes 
with idyll of peaceful village and often forms part of the setting or romantic encounters in the works 
of poets and story-tellers—” (175). 
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and skill…extends and decorates the melodies like a regular minstrel, experimenting and 
improvising” (Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher xii).  
 
 
Fig. 6. Hindemith, Caricature, Paul Hindemith News. <http://www.hindemith.info/en/life-
work/zeichnungen/>.  
 
Many have interpreted Der Schwanendreher to be an autobiographical work, with the 
minstrel a self-portrait of Hindemith and the folk songs representing his own thoughts and emotions 
as he planned his emigration from Germany (which he made in September, 1938 travelling first to 
Switzerland before America) (Steinberg 211; Kendal-Smith 27; Kemp, Programme Notes n. pag.; 
Muñoz n. pag). While obviously subjective, such a view provides an additional voice to consider 
and encourages perhaps the reference of Hindemith’s letters to informing an interpretation of the 
work.   
 
Form  
Knowledge of the form of the work serves as a guide to the structure of the work which 
helps to provide a structure to the performer’s interpretation of the score. The first movement has 
been labelled as both a modified sonata (Kendal-Smith 37; Muñoz n. pag) and Rondo form (Lee 
17). However, the movement’s absence of an obvious recapitulation and minimal development 
means that it lacks the full characteristics of these established models. Instead, I regard it as a 
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modified double binary form, (A–B–bridge–A–B–bridge) enclosed within an introduction and coda. 
Special features of this movement are the episodic solo viola interludes spread throughout. The 
forms of the second and third movement are simply ternary form and theme and variations, 
respectively.   
 
First movement: Modified Double Binary Form 
Introduction section  
Solo cadenza bar (bar 1–11) 
Folk song (bar 11–18)  
Additional cadenza material (bar 18–27) 
 
A: First theme (34–61) 
B: Second theme (61–87) 
Solo interlude 1: (87–95) 
Solo interlude 2: (96–107) 
Bridge:  Material based on folk song and first theme (107–24) 
A: (124–51) 
B: (151–63) 
Bridge: Material based on first theme with Solo interlude 3 (163–82) 
 
Closing section 
Solo Cadenza (183–91) 
Solo interlude 4 and folk song: (192–210) 
 
 
Second movement: Ternary  
A: (1–72) 
B: (73–217) 
A: (218–60) 
 
 
Third Movement: Theme and Variations   
Theme (1–26) — Variation one (27–46) — Variation two (47–77) — Variation three (78–95) — 
Variation four (96–127) — Variation five (128–57) — Variation six (158–90) — Variation seven 
(191–210) — Variation eight (211–23) — Variation nine (223–49) — Variation ten (250–69) — 
Variation eleven (270–337) 
 
Hindemith’s recording of Der Schwanendreher  
Any recording of a composer performing their own work is an important document. While 
Hindemith performed the work on countless occasions, his only commercial recording was made in 
1939, with the Arthur Fiedler Orchestra in Boston. His interpretation showed a very precise 
reproduction of the rhythms, note values, expression and articulation markings in his score, 
successfully demonstrating how his intentions in the score are to be performed in practice.  
However, Hindemith’s interpretation of Der Schwanendreher can also be described as rough, dry 
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and lacking in warmth. Hindemith played almost entirely senza vibrato with a rather aggressive 
approach, preferring to sustain through the ends of phrases instead of tapering off by slightly 
slowing down, releasing pressure or with a diminuendo. The opening cadenza clearly exemplifies 
this, and establishes an approach that is maintained throughout.  
Hindemith’s precise adherence to his intricate score serves as a notable model for 
performers. As an act of communication, Hindemith’s recording also suggests, perhaps ironically, 
that performers need to go beyond the score and consider aesthetic expectations of modern music 
making for a successful informed interpretation.   
 
Voice of other performers  
The voice of other performers on their experiences and opinions of Hindemith’s music 
provides an insight into the voices informing each of their personal integral voice. In interviews 
with Lawrence Power, Tabea Zimmerman, Kim Kashkashian and Antoine Tamestit, a theme shared 
by all four is that Hindemith’s music can initially come across as dry and cold and less immediately 
accessible to audiences (Lloyd and Somerford 65–67). For Power, finding opportunities for 
“characterisation” in bringing out the colours, characters, depth and humour contained in Hindemith 
music is essential for an interpretation to “really come alive” (qtd. in Lloyd and Somerford 65).  
Kashkashian and Tamestit both describe Hindemith’s drawings and paintings as playing a role in 
informing their interpretations of the composer’s music. They describe the illustrations as reflecting 
the humour and lightness in Hindemith’s personality, which they see as inherently present in his 
works. The idea of “characterisation” is particularly relevant as it emphasises the active creative 
process of interpretation by the performer.   
 
Formation of my “musical utterance”  
 
First movement 
In my conception of the opening cadenza material, as Hindemith has specified that the 
gathering is “happy” I interpret the minstrel’s introduction to be uplifting, bright and expressive in 
manner to be consistent with the mood that has been set programmatically. The forte dynamic 
further suggests to me that the minstrel’s introduction is extroverted, declamatory and confident in 
character.      
To communicate the forte dynamic marking and the harmonic strength of the opening chord 
as established in the previous chapter in Example 2.1 (see page 11), I play the opening triad with a 
straight-forward approach splitting it two-and-two with the perfect fifth played on the beat with 
great resonance to provide a strong harmonic basis for the octave E.  Harmonic fluctuation analysis 
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in Analysis 1 and Example 2.12 (see pages 22 and 23 respectively) showed a notable increase in 
harmonic tension from group I to the III₂ triple stop on the second minim beat of bar.  This leads me 
to play the root note, C, before the beat to allow the seventh interval to occur on the main beat. Like 
Hindemith’s own interpretation, I start the 7th in the middle of the bar 2 senza vibrato to reinforce 
its jarring dissonance, but gradually “warm” it up with vibrato so that the tone becomes less harsh. 
In bars 4–8 which feature descending sequences of minor thirds, I play the higher note of the minor 
third interval stronger than the lower, informed by the fact that there is a release in tension in the 
descending motion of notes. Apart from highlighting the sudden occurrence of the dissonant Group 
VI interval— the tritone— in bar 9, I simply phrase in the direction of the step progression until 
“rest” is reached in bar 11 (see Ex. 3.1).      
 
 
Ex.3.1. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 1–11.  
For an interpretation informed exclusively from the notation in the score, the opening can be 
a daunting prospect starting with an octave along with a collection of unusual triple stops. Too 
much preoccupation with these stops (in particularly their intonation and voicing) can create 
tension, physically and musically, and result in a heavy interpretation lacking in flow. Therefore, 
focusing on communicating the character of the minstrel, the melodic and harmonic features of this 
section as analysed in the second chapter and described through the program is likely to result in a 
more interesting, enjoyable and ultimately successful approach.    
 
First theme 
From the formal outline on page 35, it is evident the first movement is episodic in nature 
consisting of a collection of two reoccurring themes and four unique interludes. For an informed 
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interpretation it is important each of the musical ideas as well as programmatic role in the minstrel’s 
story is considered before technical decisions are made.   
The insistent, march-like, crisp dotted rhythm of the first theme conveys an element of 
strictness and precision, which I liken to a militaristic character. The theme is relentless, heard in 
different timbres as it is passed between various instruments over the menacing drum-like beats that 
permeate the section (see Ex. 3.2). To convey this interpretative decision, I use a short, concentrated 
heavy bow stroke and ensure it sounds uniform, not affected by whether the theme is played in the 
lower half or upper half of the bow.   
Consistency and accuracy is particularly important with respects to the articulation of 
crotchet beats. For example, it is important that there is distinction between the dotted motif of the 
theme in bars 34 and 35–36 with staccato markings to those in 39–40, 47 and 49 without staccato 
markings.  Similarly distinction is needed between the crochets in the passage in bar 43–44 without 
tenuto markings to those in the passage with tenuto markings in bar 51. 
  
 
 
Ex.3.2. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 34–51.  
 
Second theme 
The softer dynamic, legato and sustained notes in the second theme suggest a transition to a 
calmer and gentler character and could represent the lighter, carefree side of the minstrel. To 
characterise this, I use light, released bow strokes with a warm vibrato to convey a dolce sound (see 
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Ex. 3.3). Use of rubato, whilst tempting, would not be appropriate due to the simultaneous rhythmic 
counter motif in the celli.        
 
 
Ex.3.3. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 65–69.  
 
I use Hindemith’s situation during the 1930s to inform my interpretation here. I picture the 
two themes to be a juxtaposition between the rigidity and control Hindemith was under as he wrote 
the work, to the innate humour in his personality and even optimism he had for the future ahead in a 
new country. This image of the struggling artist also featured as the subject of Mathis der Maler 
which was written immediately before Der Schwanendreher.   
 
Solo Interludes 
The first interlude has a repetitive pulsing nature, building up in layers in growing waves of 
sound as various chordal structures are explored. Notable are the momentary changes of meter in 
bar 89 and from 91–94 as well as jarring dissonances of the chordal structures. These features show 
stylistic similarity to the mechanical music that Hindemith had explored in his compositions during 
the experimental period in the 1920s. An obvious example is the fourth movement of his Sonata for 
Solo Viola, op. 25, no.1 (1925) which I used as an informative stylistic reference point to interpret 
this interlude (see Ex. 3.4 and Ex. 3.5). Drawing from experience with the sonata, it is similarly 
important here to not play in an overly percussive way or such that subdivisions (every three 
crotchet beats) are emphasised which could mask the changing harmonies. Likewise, I play on-the-
string, in the middle of the bow, where it most possible to play triple stops in one stroke to maintain 
uniformity throughout the pulsing crotchet beats.  
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Ex. 3.4. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 87–94.  
 
 
 
Ex. 3.5. Hindemith, Sonata for Solo Viola, op 25, no. 1, fourth movement, bars 1–8.  
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The bombastic first interlude immediately transitions into the second interlude. In order to 
bring out the contrast in character between the first and second interludes, it is important to consider 
the textural effect of the shimmering backdrop of changing tonal centres in the solo viola part over 
the folk song statements and counter statements in the winds and brass. By aiming for a resonant, 
gentle and tension-free sound, it is possible to communicate the soft continuous flowing atmosphere 
to the passage.  To achieve this effect, I use a lighter bow pressure whilst maintaining evenness, 
consistency and seamlessness in sound, in particular when changing string levels and at bow 
changes (see Ex. 3.6). I maintain this approach until the crescendo in bar 115 where the solo violist 
emerges back into the foreground.    
 
 
Ex. 3.6. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 95–107.  
 
The third interlude has a similar character to the first so similarly, care needs to be taken to 
ensure string changes and bow changes do not disrupt the even triplet pulse. As Hindemith has 
marked the viola mezzo forte, the same level as the bassoons, celli and double basses who are all 
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simultaneously playing the theme, balance is likely to be a problem especially for notes played in 
the lowest register on the C and G strings.   
 I use a short, heavy, articulated bow stroke in the lower half making sure each note is well 
articulated to maximise projection (see Ex. 3.7). I emphasize the interval between first and second 
note of each triplet to bring out the widening intervals. To revisit the two interpretative options of 
this section proposed in chapter 2 (see page 13)—the first being to follow the melodically ascending 
contour and increasing dynamics or the second to follow the shape of harmonic tension—I chose 
the former in my interpretation.  I felt the melodic ascension of the passage was supported by the 
dynamics and more powerful than the direction of harmonic tension.  This decision is consistent 
with Hindemith’s theory that “harmony is subordinated to melodic force” which was discussed in 
Chapter 2 (see page 18).      
 
Ex. 3.7. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 163–73.  
 
The fourth solo interlude like the second, has a similar expressive, meandering character. It 
is, however, more lively and lyrical with a more energetic melodic line spanning a larger range. I 
treat it as serving the function of a counter melody actively interacting with the folk statement in the 
woodwinds rather than serving a textural function (see Ex. 3.9). For phrasing this passage, Step-
Progression analysis easily identified the main notes of the interlude within the intricate passage of 
notes deserving to be brought out (see Ex. 3.8) 
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Ex. 3.8. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 192–204.  
  
 
Ex. 3.9. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, first movement, bars 192–204.  
 
Rubato as an expressive device has to be used particularly carefully so as to not distort the 
statement of the folk song in the woodwinds. In this interlude, I identified two appropriate strategic 
places for rubato. In bar 196, where the end of a phrase in the interlude coincides with that of the 
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folk song, I stretch out the triplet in the last minim beat leading to the “G” in bar 197. From the last 
minim beat of bar 202 to bar 204 where the orchestra holding the two final long notes of the folk 
song, I quicken the tempo phrasing forward to the “C” of bar 204, the end of the countermelody 
(see Ex. 3.9).  
As this interlude is written in the lower to middle register of the viola where projection is 
not the strongest and to be played piano (even when the winds are marked mezzo piano), I ensure 
that my interpretation of the piano dynamic is one that is audible over the folk melody.  Whilst I 
want to communicate calm expansive character, I keep my contact point away from the finger-
board and play with a light but focussed bow pressure with vibrato.  One other difficulty of this 
passage is ensuring the dotted crotchet-to-quaver pattern is rhythmically accurate and not played as 
a triplet figure, or double-dotted, whilst maintaining flow and momentum in expression.  
 
Second movement 
A (1–72) 
The image of the minstrel’s solitude and longing for his home as interpreted from the 
symbolism of the Linden Tree and lyrics of the folk song “Nun laube, Lindlein laube” inform my 
interpretation of bars 1–30. I use a small amount of bow in the upper half with a light bow pressure 
and small vibrato to create a distant sound consistent with the minstrel’s reminiscing, rather than a 
“present” resonant sound. As the texture and orchestration is thin, consisting of the viola’s single 
line of melody above sparse harp arpeggios, projection is not likely to be a problem with this 
technical decision. Expressive movements, bow preparation or cues to the orchestra need to be 
small and contained so that visually, the interpretation matches the introverted character of the 
music.   
Rubato is an effective expressive device here. I bring out the lilting of the dotted rhythm by 
slightly broadening the dotted note as well as broadening out large leaps in the melody to highlight 
the tension within the melodic line. An accelerando at the end of the melodic phrases from bar 4–5 
and bar 18 would allow for a rallentando throughout the descending fourth intervals in bars 5–8 and 
19–21 to give the effect of a lingering afterthought (see Ex. 3.10) 
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Ex. 3.10. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 1–18. 
 
From bars 35–72, I focus on communicating the building insistence and agitation of 
growing harmonic tension in each of the recitative style entries as analysed in Analysis 3. In the 
first entry, I play at the tip with a small amount of bow, senza vibrato and in time, without rubato. 
In the second and third I increase bow use, bow pressure, intensity of vibrato and forward direction 
(see Ex. 3.11).  
Consideration of Hindemith’s expressive directions in the score is important. An example is 
Hindemith’s indication of frei (free) in the viola entries between bars 35–72 but not in the return in 
bars 233–260 (see Ex. 3.11 and 3.12). Some interpretations such as those of Tabea Zimmerman and 
Antoine Tamestit disregard this and play both entries in the same manner. However, in Hindemith’s 
own recording, bars 35–72 are played with an obvious forward motion while the return of the “A” 
section where frei is absent, is played following the langsam direction—slow and in time. The 
interpretation of Hindemith therefore informs the performer that he intended frei to be an indication 
to push forward.     
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Ex. 3.11 Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 35–62. 
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Ex. 3.12 Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 233–60. 
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B (151–63)  
 
This section is a great example of the humour and character Power suggested that is present 
in much of Hindemith’s music. The light-hearted folk song, “Der Gutzgauch auf dem Zaune sass” 
(see Appendix) which forms the basis of the section, immediately suggests a playful and non-
serious mood.  
The energy and excitement of the fugue lies in the two juxtaposed themes. I liken this 
section to a portrayal of two completely opposite characters bickering back and forth— a pompous, 
controlled character in the first theme and a sprightly, free-spirited character in the counter theme. 
The first theme consists of the folk song “Der Gutzgauch auf dem Zaune sass.” Its stepwise 
construction, contained range and tenuto markings portray an element of strictness and deliberate 
control. The first theme suits a more focused sound where each crotchet is even and uniform in 
sound. I also emphasise the three notes with tenuto markings by holding them back to convey a 
sense of pomposity (see Ex. 3.13).  
 
 
Ex. 3.13. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 73–84.  
 
In contrast, the counter theme has an exuberant, carefree bounding character. The counter 
theme suits a fast, light bow with a forward direction in the bounding ascending arpeggios and an 
overall feeling of one in a bar (see Ex. 3.14). Attention to the inflections, crescendo and diminuendo 
markings, staccato and dynamic changes are also integral to conveying this lively character. 
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Ex. 3.14. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, second movement, bars 114–23. 
 
Third Movement  
The movement is energetic and virtuosic in character in its portrayal of the celebratory 
dance of the gathering.  An appropriately brisk tempo is essential. I treat the tempo suggestion given 
by Hindemith of one hundred minim beats per minute to be a minimum. Hindemith himself and 
Tamestit played the movement at 105 minims per minute to great effect. Interpretations at a tempo 
less than the suggested tempo such as Zimmerman’s interpretation at ninety-three minim beats per 
minute, lack the momentum and the liveliness achieved by the faster interpretations. 
In addition to tempo, rhythmic energy is also essential. Tamestit’s interpretation does this 
well, exemplified in the first and second variation from bars 27–37 where forward momentum is 
conveyed through creating syncopation. The double stops which come on the weak beats are 
highlighted and in bar 37 the ‘C’ and ‘E-flat’ are accented, momentarily contracting the meter from 
minim beats to dotted crotchet beats (see Ex. 3.15).  
 
 
Ex. 3.15. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, third movement, bars 27–38. 
 
In this movement, the balance between the soloist in relation to the orchestra is particularly 
problematic. Despite Hindemith’s use of a reduced orchestra, the texture is still often very thick 
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leading to the solo viola to be easily overpowered. The following discussion isolates five 
particularly difficult sections in this regard with interpretative suggestions. 
For the soloist, in the second variation, notes in the lower register, especially those played 
with an upbow in the upper half (typically following a long note played on a down bow), are easily 
overpowered by the orchestra. In bars 51 and 57, I use two upbows on the second and third notes of 
the triplet to return to the lower half and so the strong beat occurs on the down bow. In bars 60 and 
62, I omit the slur and play the two quavers with two upbows, each with a small accent to ensure 
projection to the frog (see Ex. 3.16). The trill is played with a compact but concentrated bow so that 
the triplets that come after an upbow are played in the middle of the bow and not the tip (see Ex. 
3.17).    
 
Ex. 3.16. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, third movement, bars 47–64. 
 
 
Ex. 3.17. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, third movement, bars 60–61. 
 
In the third variation, projection in fast notes in the lower register, for example on the C 
string, can be problematic. In general, a cutting projection through a heavy off-the-string stroke in 
the lower half and awareness to make sure the lower registers cut through is essential (see Ex.3.18). 
Zimmerman observes that dynamics in Der Schwanendreher, specifically balance between soloist 
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and orchestra, are problematic and unrealistic if taken literally and advices instead to focus on 
achieving the right balance to communicate the structure of the piece (Lloyd and Somerford 67). 
From bars 84–89, whilst I acknowledge a dynamic drop to piano, my interpretation of the piano 
dynamic would be only as soft as the music will allow and still ensure projection above the 
orchestra. This is especially important at bar 85 when the notes are in the lower register. As the solo 
violist is completely overwhelmed by the orchestra in most recordings, it makes sense for the 
orchestra to drop significantly in volume, be reduced and or for the solo violist to ignore the piano 
indication in bar 84 altogether. 
 
Ex. 3.18. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, third movement, bars 81–92. 
 
In the fourth variation at bars 99 and 100, splitting the long slurs allows for the use of more 
bow per note aids projection and volume (see Ex. 3.19).         
 
 
Ex.3.19. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, third movement, bars 98–102. 
 
The end of the fourth variation (bars 113–23) consists of alternating entries between the solo 
viola’s fast triplet passages and the orchestra’s statement of the thematic motif. The orchestra must 
cut off exactly on the fourth beat to avoid covering the solo viola entry on the first beat. Articulating 
the first note of the triplet passage with a slight accent by the solo violist will also aid projection 
(see Ex. 3.20).  
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Ex.3.20. Hindemith, Der Schwanendreher, third movement, bars 109–20. 
 
The interpretive process needs to be an active and nurturing process where the performer has 
the freedom, encouragement and expectation to research and act on their own integral voice in 
constructing their interpretation. Therefore, an interpretation is really the result of a process of 
negotiation between all the voices of within the performer’s integral voice, whereby particular 
voices are emphasised more strongly over others in a given interpretation. This explains the reason 
why every interpretation even by the same performer is unique and therefore must exist as an active 
process. It is therefore illogical to think that acting as a passive transmitter of only the notation of 
the work as prescribed under Werktreue would actually result in the duplication of a composer’s 
own intentions for the work or result in a successful interpretation. Instead for the contemporary 
performer, interpretation needs to be seen as a multifaceted ever-changing process.  
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Concluding Remarks 
 
This critical commentary addressed the process of preparing a performance Der 
Schwanendreher from two main angles. Contextual knowledge on Hindemith was developed by 
exploring the composer from a variety of angles in the first two chapters and the concept of an 
informed interpretation was addressed in the final chapter.   
  The first chapter aimed to give an insight into Hindemith’s compositional approach through 
a parallel examination of his life as a “person” and work as a “composer”. The intention of 
“humanising” Hindemith was to reduce the distance between the composer and the performer as the 
interpreter by revealing the humour, liveliness and creativity in his personality (which is very much 
present in his letters). Through this, it is anticipated that his potentially unfamiliar-sounding music 
(unfamiliar, due to his unique musical language) will encourage curiosity rather than being 
discounted as “atonal” or coming from a “cold crusty composer” (Lloyd and Somerford 67). As 
Hindemith described himself, he was not a “composer” but simply a “man who writes music” 
(Composer’s World iv).      
The second chapter looked at Hindemith from the angle of his work as a “theorist.” The 
main principles in Hindemith’s Craft of Musical Composition: Book 1 were extracted and explained 
before applied in analysis to important sections of Der Schwanendreher. This demonstrated not 
only the benefit, but also the necessity of understanding his theories in order to fully grasp 
Hindemith’s unique compositional language, whether that be in Der Schwanendreher or in other 
later works. Performers approaching Hindemith’s music, in particular violists approaching Der 
Schwanendreher are incredibly fortunate to have access to the Craft: 1— essentially— a handbook 
of Hindemith’s ideas and reasoning behind the music he wrote. While the Craft: 1 is not a direct 
window into Hindemith’s intentions and will vary in usefulness for works written before 1935, it 
does give the performer an opportunity to discover the work through Hindemith’s theoretical 
conception, rarely made possible with works by other composers.  
The third chapter explores the process behind an “informed interpretation.” The performer’s 
place (or lack thereof) in the interpretative process was addressed through a comparison between 
the beliefs of Hindemith on the role of the performer (which was consistent with that of Werktreue) 
with that of the more contemporary views of practice-based research. All of the above culminated in 
the application of Anne Marshman’s Philosophy on the “Performer’s Voice” to my interpretation of 
Der Schwanendreher. For the performer, Marshman’s concept enabled an informed or a “well 
thought out” interpretation to be viewed as an accessible methodical process rather than an open-
ended abstract concept. The ability to add a method to interpreting Der Schwanendreher, through a 
mind-map of voices informing me at a given time, assisted greatly in my aim to construct a well 
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thought-out interpretation. If I was not satisfied with my interpretation or if it was not received well 
by my audience at any stage, for example in lessons to my teacher, in strings class to other students, 
rehearsals to my piano accompanist or recordings of myself to myself, it was possible to refer back 
to my mind map and trial another focus. Through this journey learning and performing Der 
Schwanendreher, it was clear that there was never a shortage of voices informing my interpretation 
of the work which made the work itself and Hindemith’s writing such a joy to play and discover.   
It is hoped that this commentary contextualising the process behind my performance of Der 
Schwanendreher, will not only assist other violists in interpretations of this particular work, but 
encourage the application of information and ideas raised through the various sources in the 
commentary to the interpretation and (subsequent reiterations) of other works by Hindemith.   
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Appendix 
 
 “Zwischen Berg und tiefel al” (“Between the Hills and the Valley”)6 
 
Zwischen Berg und tiefem Tal,    Between mountain and deep valley 
Da liegt ein’ freie Straßen:     There runs an open road: 
Wer seinen Buhlen nicht haben mag,   He who does not like his sweetheart, 
Der muß ihn fahren lassen.     Must let it go. 
Fahr hin, fahr hin, du hast die Wahl.    Away, away, you have the choice. 
Ich kann mich dein wohl maßen!    I can sense your welfare! 
Im Jahr sind noch viel langer Tag,    There is many a long day in a year 
Glück ist auf allem Gassen.     And luck is on every alley. 
 
"Nun laube, Lindlein laube" ("Now grow leaves, little linden tree, grow leaves")7 
Nun laube, Lindlein, laube!     Now shed your leaves, little linden! 
Nicht länger ich’s ertrag’:     I cannot bear it any longer: 
Ich hab’ mein Lieb’ verloren,    I have lost my love, 
Hab’ gar ein’ traurig’ Tag.     I have such a mournful day.  
 
"Der Gutzgauch auf dem Zaune sass" ("The Cuckoo Sat on the Fence")8  
Der Gutzgauch auf dem Zaune saß,    The cuckoo sat on the fence, 
Es regnet sehr und er ward naß.    It rained a lot and it got wet. 
Guck-guck, guck-guck!     Cuckoo, cuckoo! 
Darnach da kam der Sonnenschein,    Then came the sunshine, 
Der Gutzgauch der ward hübsch und fein.   So the cuckoo was cute and fine. 
Guck-guck, guck-guck!    Cuckoo, cuckoo! 
Alsdann schwang er sein Gfiedere,    Then it swung its wings 
                                               
6 Böhme 257 
7 Böhme 265 
8 Böhme 259   
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Er flog dort hin wohl übern See.    And flew away over lake. 
Guck-guck, guck-guck!     Cuckoo, cuckoo! 
 
Seid ihr nicht der Schwanendreher? (“Are you not the swan turner?”)9 
Seid ihr nicht der Schwanendreher?    Are you not the swan turner? 
Seid ihr nicht der selbig’ Mann?    Are you not the man himself? 
So drehet mir den Schwan,     Then turn me the swan, 
So hab’ ich glauben dran.     So that I can believe it. 
Und dreht ihr mir den Schwanen nit,    And if you do not turn me the swan, 
Seid ihr kein Schwanendreher nit.    Then you are not the swan turner. 
Dreht mir den Schwanen!     Turn me the swan! 
 
                                               
9 Böhme 396  
